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Welcome

Welcome Dustlander,

This is the first volume of the Prometheum Wastes 
Chopshop, coming to you from a dirty hovel next to 
the pipeline…. I hope it finds you well. Inside you 
will find an introduction to this dry and dirty 
landscape and the challenges that you are going to 
have to face to be able to survive here. 

With each issue there will be a new set of 
challenges and as you survive you will find out more 
about this world that you find yourself in.What do I 
ask of you? Nothing really. 

The aim of the magazine is to build a community, 
most of all, of like minded builders, converters, 
newbies and old survivors. A place to share, a place 
to inspire and a place to build. 

The Campfire, if you want to tell us a tale of 
survival in the Wastes or how you lost your racer 
down at the Prometheum Blitz submit them to the 
email address at the end of the magazine. Songs, 
poems, hell even binary sagas under 800 words are 
fine.

Now I gotta go, I can hear a garramor beast sniffin 
about outside,

P.T.Ways. O.S.



Contents
This World - The recordings and lore of this 
world as we discover it.

The Prometheum Wastes

The DeoSpeeders

The Pipelines and the Domed 
Community

The Challenges - The list of challenges for 
this issue. Split into three main sections.

The First Wave - The first pilots to make it 
across the desert after the disastrous jump that left us 
all stranded here together. 

The Campfire -  A Place for the People to sit 
round the campfire and tell each other stories, sing 
songs, share poems. Some of them are rather tall tales 
and should be taken with a pinch of salt….

The Obelisk - The community monolith that 
names the original pilots without whom, we wouldn’t 
be here. Thank you. 



Three suns…

The system he was looking for... it was 
meant to have three suns… this had to be it. 
Everything matched, didn’t it? There was no 
room for doubt, no room for choice. He just had to 
play the role as the hands on that little carriage 
clock ticked.

For 1000 years their flotilla of ships had 
managed to live together in peace and in harmony, 
so many races, so many beliefs. Of course there 
had been petty squabbles, minor incursions but at 
it’s core they had held together. They had lived 
fought and died together. Every race. All of them. 
No need for those petty gods. But his brothers 
had caught up with him and he was forced to 
make a choice. 

Hundreds of ships, tens of thousands of 
lives, crossing the void to escape certain 
destruction, towards uncertain redemption… 

No choice, if his brothers caught him they 
would do what his father had ordered done to the 
rest of them. The button is pressed and he became 
the parter of ways for those three suns...



This World



The Prometheum Wastes
In a far corner of the universe, on a lost and forgotten world a ragtag group of builders gathered. Survivors 
from different cultures and different worlds left behind by their gods and masters. On the barren surface, 
this band of few found plans from an ancient master builder and set out to construct machines hitherto 
unseen on the Ashwastes.

The Deo Speeders a.k.a. Deo Skinners
“...I heard the plans were from an archive record or something called an STC, all I actually know is we 
have a guy called Rick Priestley to thank, without him we’d have never survived…” 
- Taramin C’lothakin, O.S.

Using the trash and refuse that surrounded them they used the plans as best they could to create their 
vehicles. In their newly crafted Deo Speeders they made their way across the open plains of a rusted, 
dusted, deserted, desert. 

"We salvaged what we could from the ship before containment went down, but it wasn't much. Crew 
died in the crash, including the captain - everyone except me, Jolsen, and the prisoner. I would've left it 
to die but Jolsen said we're not animals. Can't deny the thing earned its keep in the end.
"We stripped the ship's engines, fuel cells, jury-rigged a navsys and hooked it all up to a grav coil. It 
didn't look pretty - sure didn't smell pretty - but it carried us across the desert well enough. We called 
it the skinner."



The Plains of Ardeph

Named after Ardeph Eailblust, who lost his life 
saving a caravan of 23 newcomers when they 
were ambushed by a migrating wyrm horde. 
Ardeph led the wyrm horde away from the 
caravan using his own blood. Once the horde was 
close enough he did the only thing he could and 
detonated a limpet mine. I don’t know what else 
to say, everyone in the community misses him. 
His partner especially.



In the whispers of the wind regardless of if it is the night or 
day there are areas of the world that should never be 
travelled alone. Trails that none come back from. Now 
obviously there are good reasons for most of these, sand 
wyrms would be one of them, quicksand would be another, 
but that’s not what I am writing about. Some places on this 
planet the sand has a different color and sometimes there 
are deviled storms of sand that sweep through entire 
regions that mystify you with that same iridescence. Those 
are the areas we talk about today. The Sheer T’an are 
there. Dust Ghosts. 

Luminescent emerald lights can be seen over the 
farthest dunes sometimes and you pray for whatever 
creature they have found, nothing is ever left. Not a thing. 
Just a feeling. Just sadness. I lament them all, those lost to 
the Sheer T’an.

Sheer Ta'n - Dust Ghosts

Ghotta - The Living Metal

The field notes of D’haran Natur, 
botanist of these lands, who decided to 
try and study the Ghotta. A strange 
and dangerous being, in adult form 
they can be spoken to, negotiated with 
and even be friendly. But in infancy, 
they are some of the world's most 
dangerous inhabitants, driven by 
instinct and a need to find a higher 
consciousness. D’haran wasn’t killed 
by these creatures, but became one of 
them and is now considered one of the 
adults of their species. It, as it prefers 
to be referred to as now, lives here at 
the Brekker Dome, quietly researching 
itself…



The Great Wastes 
Sand Wyrms and Worms

Not one of us here hasn’t had a run in with 
these creatures. For whatever reason they 
don’t come near the pipeline’s which is a hell of 
a blessing and you know tales of the great 
blind one… I heard also heard another story, a 
story of a tribe out their trying to ride these 
things, but that’s another tale.

Just remember that these guys come in all 
shapes and sizes, from as big as your arm to as 
big as the main hab domb and they’re 
migratory. Meaning don’t go out on the ranges 
when it’s the mating seasons...



The Singing Stone of Inshar

The Singing Stone of Inshar is a pilgrimage site 
of the exodite eldar who live amongst us. It is 
made of the wraithbone material that many of the 
exodites have fused to their skin here. Unlike 
other eldar that you may know of, Eldar of this 
area do not usually make use of spirit stones, 
instead entrusting their safety to the guiding 
song of Inshar who they believe watches over 
them from beneath the planet's surface. Their 
legends fortel that one day the dancers will return 
and the spiders will lead the way. 



The Pipelines and the Domed Community
"Sure, times is tough. Sun-up to sun-down on the pipeline, scrapin' gunk out of intake valves, huntin' 
bugs and huffin' fumes. But it's worth it. I'd sooner die a free man out here than live like a rat back on 
Carcera."

Then they found the pipes… carrying gasses and liquids far as the eye could see. Endless some would say, 
rumours had it that there were spires somewhere out there but none returned that ventured that far…

In need of fuel the pipes were tapped. Soon they became an anchor point for passersby and newcomers and 
so a community was created.  The caravan of Deo Pilots founded the Ashwastes Chopshop. A community 
that attracted more day by day. 

Soon the tents and temporary housing of the O.C. were replaced by more permanent structures. A domed 
settlement that kept out the dusters but welcomed anyone who wanted to rest their weary boots by an open 
fire pit and share their story. Ash Haven was born. 

As people settled, they were able to live relatively safe lives, taking what they needed from the pipes. 
Fending off the odd raiding party or creature attack was easy and the young grew bored. 

In search of more excitement they founded the...



"Out on the Blitz, you either go fast or die young. Sometimes both. Actually, most of the time both. 
Pretty much always both." - Catharthegreat, O.S.

 Speeder bike kids looking for a quick rush began to draw crowds, which drew bets, that led to teams… and 
bikes, fast as credits could buy. The frames were often cobbled together from the old lighter frames of the 
neck beard builders, but other builds can be found out there of all shapes and sizes. It’s just gotta go fast on 
the raceway and be able to take a bump or two. 

"My uncle used to smoke Dust; said it sharpened his senses when he was hunting. Then one day he 
took it before a race. He did a single lap then went loco - took off east toward the dunes. We found his 
speeder two days later, never found his body. I wish he never smoked the stuff, but damn if that wasn't 
his fastest lap time ever."

After the thunderous machines pass and clash on the Blitz not everyone makes it home. Countless desolate 
wreckages line the mega highway. And just like the vultures of the ash wastes it attracts scavengers. Lost 
souls wandering the wastes. 

They rip apart the machine carcasses and bring the parts to the one place that will trade them: 



The Chopshop
The Chopshop is located on the edges of the 
domed community and it's becoming the biggest 
scrapyard known on the planet. Nobody really 
owns the shop, every scavenger, rogue engineer or 
mad scientist can trade and build there.

“Welcome to the Chopshop. P.T.Ways is the 
name…  Now not everyone here wants to own every 
piece of hardware that we are offering but if you 
want to then feel free to build until your heart's 
content. Find yourself a corner and we welcome you 
all, whatever your past life was. Me I’m an ex 
marine from the second chapter, but we got some 
others here from the ol’ nurgle gangs, some nids, 
techheads (don’t call em’ toaster lovers…) and 
plenty besides that…. Just don’t go startin’ no fights 
and be kind. There’s plenty to go round, we don’t 
want to be bootin’ you to the Derman beasts, that’s 
a nasty way to go. Peace be with you. ” 

- P.T.Ways, O.S. 

"Had an offworlder in here the other week 
asking for an interocitor. Ha! Can you imagine? 
Like, buddy, if I had a ‘troci lying around do you 
think I'd still be working in this dump?" 

- Barak Del, Chopshop Breaker

One of the Huberon, a distinctive race of creatures 
only found around the Chopshop. Some worship 
them and their presence. 

Huberon Orbs

They seem to be coming up from below the 
Chopshop, we’re not sure if they’re drawn here or if 
we were but don’t go messing with them. 

If you see one - 
1. Don’t 

1.1. Lick it!
1.2. Eat it!
1.3. Steal it!

2. Do tell one of the yard sheriffs.



Land Harvester

“Now then this one is still in the garage 
for the moment and needs a bit of work still but 
like I said earlier perhaps you also want to be 
able to move at a moments notice…. I can 
imagine that some of you could still be feeling 
the stress of the great calamity that befell us all 
but that has brought us all here. So in that light 
I have also decided to share with you my land 
harvester plans.  There’s enough room for you 
and a small family on board. They’re fast, 
armoured and a sandworm will try to take a bite 
but not like the taste if you get my drift. The 
gas spike will also allow for gas field mining and 
instant tethering in a sand storm.

One little suggestion, let your skinner 
A.I. communicate with it before first boot up. 
You’ll have a much better start up sequence.”

-P.T.Ways O.C.



‘The Chopshop is a mysterious place where items looked for are almost always found or at least 
items needed are...ask and see what you’ll find.’ - Boken Obiron - Insurer of Fairgiving.



The Challenges



Here you will find the ongoing list of 
the Challenges that the Chopshop are 
providing as we build our world from 
the ground up. Further Challenges will 
be released through the @PaintyWays 
Instagram for now. Each new issue 
will combine the new challenges 
together with the backstory about why 
we are needing to do these things. 

The Challenges are here so that if you 
want to be part of it then feel free to 
build along with us. We are building a 
world here that is free to all races and 
factions as long as they don’t start 
trouble. Our pipes provide everything 
your people/creatures/a.i. could need 
so we can all get along here. 

So remember, we’re not here to fight 
each other, we’re here to try to survive 
this place. Now I don’t know what’s 
coming in the future, so let’s 
concentrate on helping on each other. 
There’s enough out there trying to kill 
us. 

If you want your build to be included in 
the magazine then feel free to follow the 
submission guidelines at the back of the 
magazine and I’ll do my best to get your 
pictures and a bit about yourself into 
these here pages. If you want to tag 
yourself with the hashtags I’ve provided 
then that makes life easier for other folks 
to find you. 

- Pain.T.Ways.



Part 1: The DeoSpeeder a.k.a Deoskinner
#prometheumwasteschopshop #deospeederchallenge2020

Paintyways here, you survived the calamity and the crash that landed you guys all here, so now for the next bit. 
Survive the desert, your survivor or survivors need to get across that wasteland and the only way they are going 
to do that is in their very own deo speeder tank. SO let's get to work in building one. You need to build yourself 
a Rick Preistley inspired, Rogue Trader era, floating D.E.O. Skinner. (Diametric Energy Organiser for those of 
you who want to know.)

Suggested list of items….

● Plastic Deodorant Stick (Any Brand) 

If you can’t get a DEO stick then use any other plastic 
bottle that’s ready for the recycle bin. That’s the point 
really. 

● Shampoo or other plastic bottle/plastic device 
ready for the bin

● Bits of plastic/pen lids/usb sticks/buttons
● Glue/green stuff/milliput
● Paint/pens/pencils/oil/varnish
● Your new chopshop community buddies

Think about how you are going to get across that desert. Sand worms are a nightmare, you 
don’t want to be touching that dirt and equipment is in short supply so best make do and 
recycle anything you can out there. You might need weapon on board of some description or 
perhaps you just want plenty of space for your buddies or pets. 

Photo and Deospeeder @Crimson_Badger

Tips

Blue tack pieces in place to test mount them. 

Fill troublesome pieces with milliput so you 
can drill and pin them to other parts later. 

Some flimsy plastic shapes can be made 
permanent by filling them with milliput or 
green stuff. 

Photo and Deospeeder @Crimson_Badger



Here are some in progress shots of some of my speeder, you’ll see a lot of different bits and pieces 
temporarily stuck in place and tried out. Have a think about the silhouette of your skinner as it is gliding 
over the wastes. What kind of attitude do you want to evoke? We’re trying to survive out here. Things 
are awful but we have each other. Are you trying to carry as many of the survivors as possible? Are you 
scouting ahead? Are you stranded and lost. Looking for the rest of the caravan? 

Spot the mix of camera, games controller, model parts and a usb stick held in place using white 
tac until the final positions were chosen.

As this one developed, a backstory for the usb canon on top came about and it may need extra 
attention whilst being fired to keep it under control. So with that in mind a side hammock was built onto 
the side of the speeder with controls for it. The front of the speeder and the under cannon were also 
padded out with a combination of milliput and green stuff. This allowed for them to be pinned in place 
and made the whole craft more sturdy. 

A cheap hobby hand drill and a selection of drill bits are an absolutely a game changer in these 
builds, you will never regret it. I promise you, please get one. As for pins, anything will do, I use wooden 
or metal pins. The choice of which one to use comes down to the weight of what will be attached to 
them. Most of the time I use matchsticks as super glue takes nicely to the porous wood. 

Photo and Deospeeder @PaintyWays



Some plastics will not want to stick 
to each other. Full stop. In these 
cases I use green stuff or an epoxy 
gel. You need to learn a bit of 
patience too, or have multiple builds 
on the go whilst the glue is drying. 

I will often use a couple of dabs of 
super glue to hold a piece in place 
that is going to be glued with poly 
cement so it holds it still in the 
process. The super glue is fast but 
brittle whilst the poly cement, if 
compatible, will be slow but 
extremely durable.

Optional and also not always 
necessary is a very lightly sanding 
the surfaces of any plastics that you 
are going to glue together. It gives 
the glue more surface area to cling to 
and creates a tighter bond. I also 
chose to sand the front surfaces of 
my speeder before painting them to 
show the damage and volume of 
wear and tear that they would be 
going through. 

At this stage of this build it felt like 
it needed more to balance the shape 
of the craft and so I added a fuel cell 
as well as some other details to the 
build. The fuel cell is a plastic test 
tube that I shortened and easily 
pinned in place. 

 



Painting this began with a 
black undercoat and then blocked in 
most of the colors that I imagined 
that the craft would have been 
originally painted or made out of, i.e. 
metals, checkered patterns, etc. 
After that I added layers of dirt and 
corrosion that in some places 
completely obliterated details that I 
had added in. Not being precious 
with these details allowed me to 
paint the vehicle faster and creates a 
more convincing result. Dirt and 
grim don’t care about your details. 

As I was applying the dust 
and dirt I rarely cleaned the brush, 
instead relying on pre thinned paints 
and my wet pallet. Mine is a few 
layers of wet kitchen roll, under a 
sheet of baking paper all sealed in a 
plastic tub that one of my best 
friends gave me. 

 
Once the dust and dirt was 

applied I then went back in to apply a 
brighter layer to areas of metals that 
perhaps wouldn’t have corroded or 
may have rubbed on surfaces and 
become shiny again. Then I used a 
small amount of gloss varnish over 
areas such as the lenses at the front 
of the craft and too highlight areas 
that may have an oil leak or stain.



Prometheum Blitz

 #prometheumwasteschopshop #prometheumblitz

WELCOME TO THE RACES! So you survived the desert. Then you got yourself all settled in and got yourself a way of life? 
Why not have a bit of fun. Risk it all and your life. Perhaps risk it all in some bets… Or win it all and build a team. Get them a 
name, get them a bike or two and get them racing till they get you some money, explode or both. (Because then you don’t have 
to pay them.) Or most importantly win the @_catharthegreat Cup. The most coveted race cup prize!

Suggested list of items….

● Still all the stuff from before
● Marker pen tips, pen lids, etc.
● Plastic test tubes
● Broken shavers
● Empty lipstick, lipbalm and makeup 

containers.

Suggested colours….

Any colours, build a race team. They might 
want a slogan. Banners! Sponsorship! Have fun 
with it! Make it fast! 

They might need a pit team. A garage. A 
mechanic. Or just a unicycle...

“It’s tough ya know! The “Krazy Kruger’s 
Corps Starch” skinner was running the 
best she eva haz. I just hates it fer all da 
gang az they spentz so much of their time 
gettin it ready fer this race. We’ll goes back 
tu the shop and lick er woundz. But bet 
your fethin ass wez gonna be ready fer sum 
rumblin come the Indianhiveopolis 500 
next cycle!”

 - Intvlan1shut O.S.



Photo and mini @somderian

Part 2: Hey, Who’s this git?
Now you have to  concentrate  on surviving, and making it 
across this desert. Let’s find out a bit more about you. Who are 
you? It’s mini making time. Use any game system you like, any 
race you like; just remember you are going to have to say hi to 
the locals at an outpost so if you are a sentient gas cloud you 
might want to appoint an A.I as your butler. Also if you’re a 
person who likes to steal the genes of other races you might 
want to be a bit sneaky in that appearance, perhaps cover those 
spines with some skin of a human or something just now. But 
remember to have fun with it…

P.T.Ways personal best friend 
and what some would term as 
his sidekick, Fluer, the Space 
Slug and her accompanying 
holocube that may or may not 
be in control of her. Some have 
speculated that it may have led 
to her extraordinary long life 
span, e.s.p. abilities and sense 
of humor that are not usually 
found in her species. Be 
warned that Fluers slime trail 
can be something of a 
nightmare to clean up after a 
visit but she never takes 
offence at papers or a mat 
being put down for her. P.T. 
was saved by her a number of 
years ago and ever since the 
two have been inseparable. 

-Lorgar Fulric O.C.



Part 3: The Pipelines and the Domed Community, Dust 
Haven
#prometheumwasteschopshop #Dusthaven

Upon arrival at the pipeline you are gonna need a place to stay. A place to restock and live in. Now for some 
reason there’s a large number of domes laying around here… So with that in mind let’s get to work on making a 
place to stay. 

It can be a house, a home, a farmstead… an orbital weapons cannon ready to blast any nearby ships outta the 
sky… 

Suggested list of items….

● That stuff we said before
● Some domes (balls cut in half, cctv 

domes, anything that fits the bill)
● Some thoughts on how you want 

your guys to fit or not fit into the 
community

Or you may decide you don’t want a fixed 
abode…. You might want to keep it all 
mobile still so you can get out of there at 
the drop of a hat. A mobile home of sorts… 
Perhaps you want to expand that speeder of 
yours and it may become a wagon train… Or 
a bulk hauler… You want to drive one of the 
big rigs? 

Just try and fit in a few domes if you can into 
that design.

“This one here is my personal abode, now 
I know what you are thinking… That looks 
awfully like one of those fake or broken cctv 
domes doesn’t it? Wit the inner dome forced over 
the outer dome so I can protect myself from the 3 
suns hash glare. Well it definitely is not… 

And what about my front door and it’s 
airlock system that still needs finished off? That 
is most certainly not from a broken camera that I 
took apart and recycled to make into this beautiful 
biodome. 

Sometimes people ask the weirdest 
questions…. It also most definitely does not lead 
down to a most secret bunker filled with more 
designs and challenges that will be given out to 
you folks over the coming months….  ”

-P.T.Ways O.C.



The first wave…
The desert wasn’t kind but with a fair wind and some luck 
many of us made it… We wait for the rest of you to come 
across the desert but for now let us introduce ourselves...



It’s blue eyes blinked to life… P.T. stepped back… 
it had worked? A low thrum began from inside 
the main reactor and the Diometeric Energy 
Organiser was alive. The Skinner was alive and 
that meant that he and hopefully everyone else 
following these plans would be too if they could 
make it across the wastes. 

It gracefully raised itself from the ground, a sway 
as it got used to the planets gravity.

There it was, an R-PRIES 1107, battered to hell, 
but hovering motionless and just awaiting it’s 
pairing. Holding out an ungloved palm P.T. stated 
his full name and felt the burn of the bioscan that 
penetrated his body. He knew what he had done. 
In creating a bondmate with an A.I. they would 
be bonded for life, beyond life. The A.I. would 
keep him safe in complete disregard of all other 
measures. It could be completely trusted 
regardless of what machine it leapt to after this 
point. 

He also knew what he had asked the others to do. 
As each of them followed the plans, building their 
own speeders, unknowingly they would bond to 
an A.I.  They didn’t know, or at least most of 
them didn’t. But it would be worth it in the end. 
It had to be, after all it was his fault they were all 
here. 

Deoskinner, Photo and Story 
@paintyways



Entry 247: After I was able to get my crippled 
speeder aloft again, I immediately headed in the 
direction that I perceived to be “west”. This is 
where I believed my compatriots may have crash 
landed. With an extra barrel of fuel strapped to 
the top of my craft, I rode straight through the 
night, resting by day in what little shade I could 
find, often times directly underneath my scouting 
vessel. I turned the main receivers on as soon as I 
could get them working, and left them on. Every 
hour I sent out a blast on all channels, calling for 
my lost companions, but received no answer. 
Yesterday morning at dawn, I spotted a long 
black line across the desert, seemingly endless, as 
both sides disappeared in a foggy haze on either 
horizon. Even though the sun would soon be 
unbearable, I decided to try to reach whatever 
that was that I saw. It took nearly another hour 
to reach what was, much to my surprise, a pipe, 
massive in diameter and stretching as far as I 
could see across the desert in a “Southwest” to 
“Northeast” direction. Southwest was more or 
less the direction I was heading, and moreover, 
unless the suns were directly overhead, the pipe 
offered the commodity that was most precious to 
me at that point. Shade. This morning, I sit with 
my back against the pipe, with still no word from 
any of my fellow crew members. It feels as 
though I’m making a mad dash into nothingness, 
just hoping to pick up something, anything, on 
the receiver.

Deoskinner, Photo and Story 
@whitetigertablecraft



“...Javier...read me…” The sudden noise on the radio 
jostled Javier out of his unexciting daydream. He 
blinked twice and looked around for the source of the 
noise, disoriented from days of quiet travel.

“Professor... This is Bar... do you… over.” 

Javier quickly put his cruiser on autopilot and 
scrambled for the receiver. 

“Hello?! Barnabas?!” Then, remembering that he was 
technically an Imperial officer, “This is Professor De la 
Rosa of the Starship Innocence, do you copy? Over.”

Nothing. No answer for five long seconds. 
“Yea I read ya. Where...you…” 

Where am I?... thought Javier. East? East of where? 
I’m west of where I crash landed. And east of where 
everyone else is. I hope. 

“East of you, if I’m not mistaken… Over.”

“We didn’t see...go down...just 
me...Thomas...here”

         They didn't see me go down? Javier’s mind 
flashed back to three days prior, slowly falling to the 
surface of this planet , hanging underneath his 
parachute, while he watched the rest of his crew crash 
land, perhaps more than a hundred miles away. Or so 
he guessed, the wreckage had disappeared over the 
horizon, just barely a speck, before he actually saw it 
hit the ground. The part of the ship he had been in had 
already plummeted to the ground below him, slightly to 
the south. Because the other half of the ship was so far 
away, Javier had not been able to spot the giant yellow 
rectangles in the sky that would indicate that anyone 
else had deployed a parachute. Was Barnabas saying 
that just he and Tomas had survived?

“I saw you. I’m heading your way. Over.” Just 
the two of them? A feeling of dread began to well up 
inside Javier, but he pushed it down. 

“Jackson and...took a skiff… others. Follow the 
pipe...”

The pipe! They know about the pipe! And Jackson 
went to find others? On a skiff?

“Who else survived? Over.”

“Everyone but... We couldn't...the pod fast 
enough. Over.” The signal was getting clearer. That 
must mean I’m heading in the right direction. Behind 
him, Javier could feel the heat of the sun already, even 
though it wasn't yet visible over the horizon.  Everyone 
but who? If all six of the other crew members survived, 
then we just might have a chance…Just five would 
greatly diminish those odds.

“I believe I’m heading in the right direction. I’m 
gonna get some rest. I’ll contact you when the sun sets. 
Over. 

“Sleep tight, Boss Man...don’t get fried...Over 
and out.”

         Normally such impropriety would be seen as an 
extreme act of insubordination. However, Javier was 
unlike any commanding officer, and the crew of the 
Innocence was equally unique. Javier was only still 
enlisted as a formality. He had fulfilled his duties as a 
soldier with such excellence, that he was granted the 
freedom to pick his own crew, and the funds to pursue 
his own projects. So long as he continued to send 
reports back to the Imperium on a somewhat regular 
basis, Javier and his crew were largely left alone. He 
was their commanding officer only by title, and perhaps 
in an emergency. The six men and women Professor De 
la Rosa traveled with weren't just his crew, they were 
his friends.  

         Before the sun could rise much higher, Javier 
slowed his speeder to a stop and hopped down to the 
ground below without bothering to use the ladder. The 
sand was soft, and still cool, as the sun had yet to heat 
it to its typical blistering-hot day time temperature. 
Parking his hovercraft perpendicular to The Pipe, 
Javier was able to create a sort of shelter. Using the 
shadows this made, Javier would be able to sleep in 
relative comfort until the sun was directly overhead. At 
this point Javier would sleepily roll under the speeder 
until the sun moved more, at which time he would roll 
again to the other side, and sleep, fitfully, until the sun 
went down. It’s hard to sleep for very long when you’re 
hungry, and even harder when you’re thirsty. Javier 
was an experienced soldier, and had rationed his supply 
well, but even still, he was nearly out of both food and 
water. 

My friends are alive. All of them? How soon 
will I see them? The hovercraft that Javier had been 
traveling on was only a speeder by name. Honestly, it 
was a bit of an oxymoron. The awkward rectangular 
hunk of rusted metal could barely go 15 miles an hour. 
Javier had found it early on in his travels and it was 
one of the few items that he refused to sell out of his 
cargo bay, partly because he was fond of it, but mostly 
because it was worthless. 



He had only been traveling for three days, 
and could likely push the speeder a little bit harder, 
but not without the risk of running out of fuel too 
soon and being stranded. The Professor couldn't 
help but wonder why he hadn’t found the wreckage 
yet. Even as slow as his vessel was, he should be 
able to travel a hundred miles in about 7 hours. 
Even though he was only traveling at night, Javier 
figured he had covered nearly two hundred miles so 
far.  Troubled by this, Javier turned on his side, 
away from the rising sun, and opened his eyes, 
unable to sleep. And then he saw it. Or rather the 
lack of it. The end of the pipe. Follow the pipe. 

No. No no no. Javier got to his feet and ran 
toward the end of the pipe, less than a hundred 
yards away. No, not the end of the pipe, a sharp 
bend, a sudden change in direction, almost a full 
forty-five degrees. Javier turned and quickly ducked 
into the relatively cool shade that this section of the 
pipe provided. Not having to shield his eyes, De la 
Rosa looked down this new section of pipe. 
Shimmering far in the distance, Javier was able to 
make out the vague outline of...something. 
Whatever it was, getting there alive was almost 
surely a better fate than dying in the desert. Javier 
looked to his left at the edge of the shade created by 
the shadow of the pipe. With the sun still so low in 
the sky, the long strip of shade was nearly 30 feet 
wide. If he flew low to the ground, Javier could 
keep himself out of the sun for at least another few 
hours traveling in this new direction. De la Rosa 
quickly made up his mind and, in near desperation, 
scrambled back to his speeder. The temperature in 
the sunlight at this point was nearly unbearable. 
The metal hull of the speeder was too hot to touch, 
so Javier was forced to scramble up the side facing 
away from the sun, the side without a ladder, using 
a section of rusty cable housing and the side of the 
access hatch as makeshift handholds. Just as he 
was about to climb into the cockpit, he realized that 
the steel grating that made up its floor would likely 
be hot enough to melt the soles of his boots. 
Thinking quickly, he took off his overcoat and laid 
it on the floor of the cockpit, exposing his bare arms 
to the sun. Wasting no time, the Professor climbed 
into the cockpit and practically slammed his fist into 
the ignition switch and put the speeder into gear, 
and headed quickly to the bend in The Pipe. 
Turning the speeder sharply to the right, Javier 
tucked the hovercraft as closely as he dared to the 
side of The Pipe, merely inches away, and slowed 
the vessel down to its typical cruising speed. 

 

      In only a few minutes, the metal of the cockpit had 
cooled down enough to touch without the fear of 
getting burned, although to say it was truly cool to the 
touch would be a massive overstatement. Despite 
everything, Javier felt himself relax a little, glad for 
something new. Anything to break up the monotony 
and uncertainty of the past few days was a welcome 
change. It was likely he would have to stop again before 
reaching whatever it was he was heading towards, but 
Javier was not discouraged. Just follow The Pipe.



Deoskinner and Photos 
@Knifesquid

The Four-Armed Hug are a cult of 
genestealer/greenskin hybrids, they don't 
remember how they got here, but they 
know they need to go back to the stars. 
They're friendlier than you would expect, 
they build machines from scrap with 
uncanny skill, and they peacefully tend to 
their eggshroom fields, where they grow 
their food and their family.
Scattered all over the planet in their small 
settlements, you can also find a handful in 
most other large settlements, traders sent to 
retrieve rare parts.



Imperial Standard Dictionary Vol. 64 T-U

Thundersurge [thuhn-der-surj] - noun

5.       Type of low altitude scouting craft. 
The Thundersurge Mach II is a scouting 
craft used by some PDF forces in the 
Imperium. Responding to the call of 
various governor’s the [redacted] 
cooperation developed the Thundersurge. 
The design requirements were a light and 
fast vehicle for one or two passengers that 
could do quick reconnaissance runs over 
vast stretches of empty land or water. 
After a few prototypes the resulting 
design opted for twin promethium 
thrusters. This gives the craft the 
necessary speed while also providing a 
backup in case one of the engines fails in 
no-man’s land. The craft comes in two 
variants: with armament or additional 
storage. One of the pilot’s seats was often 
replaced with a robot assistant. While its 
primary function was to help with 
navigation and maintenance, the robot 
also keeps the craft on course in case the 
pilot passes out during take-off. The 
Thundersurge was discontinued due to 
maintenance issues. However, it is often 
found in Underhives and backwater 
regions where outlaws and scavengers 
used it for illegal races, raiding parties, 
and transport.

Deoskinner, Photos and Story 
@buildrunner





“Migration. It was the only way to survive after 
the ship crashed on this backwater planet. The 
collective intelligence had to create a mask to hide 
behind until they could find the one that helped 
them escape. This rusty, inefficient shell of 
garbage and scrap, known to the local populace as 
a D.E.O. Speeder appears to blend in without 
drawing too much scrutiny or attention. We 
continue our search for the pilot. She is the only 
one that can help us.”

- Sho’Vhein, machine intelligence prototype | 
declared missing and dangerous by tau 
authorities in this sector | reward for its return 
and the capture of those responsible for its escape

Deoskinner, Photos and Story 
@last_analogician





Calva Orm heard the call of the Grandfather of 
Plagues as an initiate to an unremembered 
crusading chapter of the Adeptus Astartes. The 
Pallid Tide war band of plague marines washed 
over Orm's chapter before Orm's original chapter 
could mount any level of respectable defense. Orm 
heard a voice offering an escape from a pain filled 
death, and the promise of immortality. Praised by 
his new brothers for his faith in the Grandfather. 
Orm volunteered to become a sacrifice for one of 
The Tide's experiments in creating new Daemon 
Engines. The bonding was exquisitely painful, 
and left Orm astonishingly sentient and in control 
of his new never born and metal body. He races 
the Promethium Wastes and with spore of The 
Pallid Tide devoted to spreading the festering 
gifts of the one god that called to him so long ago. 

Deoskinner, Photos and Story 
@the_pallid_tide





We were stranded after a crash, our ship 
had fallen into a cave lit by glowing pink 
crystals.

I took our skimmer on a scavenging run, and 
found a small town, quiet but for one house, 
brightly lit in the night and surrounded by 
hardware. The owner was intrigued by the 
pink crystals I had brought for possible 
bartering, and I told him I could bring him 
more if he gave me supplies.

The owners name? Pain. T. Ways. I'm 
Tolden, and this is how our story began.

Deoskinner, Photos and Story 
@Crimson_Badger





"This thing? Salvaged it from a K-18 out 
by Delta Novo. Had a few scratches - 
more than a few - but all it needed was an 
oil change and a new inverter coil. Like it 
was hungry to get back to the Blitz. I can 
relate."

Deoskinner, Photos and Story 
@escargot_cult





Deoskinner, Photos and Story 
@nospookypaint

“When you drag a ship out of 
the waste and it runs who cares 
what the paint looks like.”



Kovash “Something's coming through 
on the T channel… I can’t make it 
out...this doesn’t make sense…Listen 
to this Buzz” 

‘I...M...PT...R...LB...LABW 
BGZMA……..XMK….NMA…..YKHF…
.RHNTEE..MAB...LIETG.X……...ME
….BO……..XL…’

Deoskinner and Photos 
@Somderian





The new and improved Retro Astro 
Wagon Queen Speeder! Cruise through 
the desert wasteland in style! This classy 
speeder will make you remember why you 
loved the 1970’s and 80’s with four times 
the wood grain and just as much room in 
storage capacity! If you think you hate it 
now, just wait until you drive it! Make 
your vacation a quest for fun in the 
metallic pea and visit the robust family fun 
park Walley World! Notice: Sorry Folks, 
We’re closed for the next 2 weeks to clean 
and repair America's favorite family fun 
park!

Deoskinner, Story and Photos 
@tim_rickett



This deospeeder was inspired by National 
Lampoon’s Vacation where I modeled the 
color scheme, base design, and overall 
concept around the Ford Wagon Queen 
the family was forced to drive from 
Chicago Illinois to Walley World in 
California. I wanted to try and capture the 
feeling of the 80’s wood grain pattern that 
was popular in many station wagons, jeep 
wagoneers, as well as the interiors of, 
well….everything! This is one of my 
favorite aesthetics and brings up feelings 
of nostalgia, and the desire to own a 
classic vehicle that shows off the beauty 
of laminated wood on the outside of a 
vehicle (excluding PT Cruisers).

Materials: deodorant, balsa wood, 
modeling kits, acrylic paint and paper.



The birth of the Mud Daubers

“They started as a rag-tag group of 
teenagers who built skinners and caused 
problems for the community. They would 
often steal parts to build their skinners, even 
risking their lives in the process. They could 
build skinners easy enough, but none of 
them knew how to rig a good cooling 
system. It showed, as many of their skinners 
had to be repurposed over and over after 
they sputtered out from an overheated 
engine. This cost the boys dearly, and they 
knew they had to find a solution fast if they 
wanted to keep their passions alive. The 
answer came from an unlikely place—mud.

After one of the boys watched a Goliath 
Wasp carry a chunk of wet earth to its nest, 
he had the outrageous idea to slather wet 
mud around the engine block in an effort to 
prevent the system from overheating. Crazy 
thing is, it worked. As long as they kept the 
mud wet, they could drive. They started to 
drive with jugs of water mixed with dirt to 
slather on the engine during pit stops and 
painted their skinners bright yellow in honor 
of the Goliath Wasp. They called themselves 
Mud Daubers. Their makeshift cooling 
system took off as a trend, and they started 
to receive an influx of new recruits. What 
started as a group of young boys turned into 
a gang.

Today, dedicated members continue the 
tradition of caking on wet mud to cool their 
engines. Those that have working cooling 
systems still keep mud on their yellow 
skinners to show they belong to the group. If 
you see their signature yellow bee symbol, 
watch out and lay low. It wouldn’t hurt to 
keep a good blaster on you either.”

Deoskinner, Story and Photos 
@kasey_lammers



Spluttering out of the cloud of ash that 
surrounded it, the hovering rusty 
contraption creaked and moaned as its 
ancient propulsion system struggled to keep 
it airborne. Demolition barges are built to 
hover on a hives exterior and tear away any 
damaged structures, discarded in the 
wastes this unit had been reclaimed by the 
mutants of the T-Side fighting pits. Now it 
combs the shores of the waste seas, 
collecting unfortunate wanderers to join the 
ranks of pit fighters. This barely floating 
bucket has become a symbol of dread for 
the people of the fringe settlements, if you 
hear its coughing engine, you know 
Scrungo and his Slaver clan are on the 
prowl and it is time to bolt your doors and 
hide where you can, or face a fate on the 
arenas blood soaked floor.

Deoskinner, Story and Photos 
@skullboystudio





"The Warp gave way and spat us out upon a 
mortal world. Our ship was desolated and our 
crew all but annihilated, the few survivors 
scattered across a toxic wasteland. 

This is all that we remember. The time before the 
Warp Jump has been erased from our minds. All 
we know now is survival, and that there is 
something waiting in the darkness. And it is our 
Clan that must feed it."

     -Kwyzplyxian, Rust Clan shaman

Deoskinner, Story and Photos 
@shizzleminis



"The Warp gave way and spat us out 
upon a mortal world. Our ship was 
desolated and our crew all but 
annihilated, the few survivors 
scattered across a toxic wasteland. 

This is all that we remember. The 
time before the Warp Jump has been 
erased from our minds. All we know 
now is survival, and that there is 
something waiting in the darkness. 
And it is our Clan that must feed it."
  
   -Kwyzplyxian, Rust Clan shaman



The Butcher and The Machine

Nobody uses wheels, not out on the wastes. 
It’s suicide. The worms will hear you and 
even if it’s the small ones then they will be 
upon you in droves. In the domes and down 
by the pipes it’s fine, but not on the wastes… 

That’s why no one could understand it and 
the sirens were sounded when it was first 
spotted out there. That spherical machine. It 
rolled over the sand, antagonising the worms 
on purpose. The worms were writhing and 
coiling en mass all after the machine. 
Desperate to ensnare it in their maws.

Almost all of the town came out to watch, 
transfixed by the sight of it. This dance, this 
ballet, this deadly maneuvering that for all 
who were watching could see was going to 
only end in the death of the wheeled machine. 
From the east a new ripple in the sands could 
be seen to be forming. Larger than the rest. 
It’s form was well recognised by the 
townsfolk. Some hardier or perhaps more 
foolhardy of the onlookers who’d thought to 
go out to try to rescue the driver of the 
vehicle immediately stopped now. This was a 
Garand, one of the largest of the wyrms, 
known for feasting on others of its own race. 
They were rare to come even this close to the 
dome or the pipeline. 

The other sandworms in chase of the machine 
hastily made their retreat before the Garand 
erupted from the ground. Rock, sand and ash 
exploding into the air. The machine spun on 
the spot 180 degrees to meet it’s adversary 
and like some knight of old started to charge 
headlong towards the beast. It’s silver 
weapon levelled out towards the creature. 

Deoskinner, Photos and Story 
@paintyways



FOOM. A thunderous shockwave shot out in 
all directions. Spectators were knocked from 
their feet and a noise of such deep baritone 
texture swept across the landscape. A purple 
mist cleared where the creature had once 
been. There stood the Machine. It’s rider was 
to become known as the Butcher. He brought 
the finest worm meat anyone had ever tasted 
to the town. 

If you go down to Stillen Row the Butcher 
has a meat bay there. He never eats any of it, 
but he most certainly will cut it up and dish it 
out for you. He doesn’t speak to many people 
and he keeps himself to himself.



The Campfire
A Place for the people to sit round, tell each other stories, sing songs, 
share poems, not all of which should necessarily be counted as containing 
the whole truth...



This issue we have a retelling of the old tale, 
that I am sure that you have heard before about 
the obelisk in the center of town and then a 
beautiful song from some of our more energetic 
juves, The Dust Breathers. Then check out the 
fast paced action of, ‘White Gold’ a hyst of epic 
proportions and then beware the desert dogs 
and other beasts that may or may not have 
been spotted out there...

The Obelisk

It stuck out the ground like fingers of a resting 
hand, the rock was different from anything that 
surrounded it. None of them cared or even noticed 
on that night. The buzz and hum of the skinners 
whirled down and they could stop. Finally they 
could stop. No more pursuit no more persecution. 
These few had made it. They had come together 
from all races, all cultures, all backgrounds and 
made it here. They spoke the names. They names of 
each other. The names of those who did not make 
it.

They just stopped for that moment they could just 
stop. This rock in the wastes. They had made it to 
the pipelines. Everything was here just as he had 
said. Now they could build.

The next morning the names that were spoken had 
appeared in the wraithbone obelisk and that’s 
where they remain to this day.

- P.T.Ways O.C.

 

Master of Racing
By The Dust Breathers

Faster than a speeder
Terrifying warp beast
Enraged and like a pleader
He's half man and half ghost

Master of racing I'm pulling your handles
Twisting your necks and smashing your rocks
Blinded by me, you can't see the candles
Just call my name, 'cause I'll hear you flock
Master
Master
Just call my name, 'cause I'll hear you flock
Master
Master

One is the number of the warp beast.

A dusty Prometheum Blitz nestled somewhere in 
time
A rotten Ash Waste - no warnings, no signs
Judgment day and the a hell hole Skinner arrives
Eventually, they all commit crimes

The rocks went SMACK, there was no use turning 
back
'Cause I just had to see, was a warp beast watching 
me?
In the mist the necks twist
Was all this swell, or just some kind of hell?

One is the number of the warp beast.

Is it the end, my friend?
Master you're going 'round the bend
Half man and half ghost
No, no, please, no
One ... one



White Gold
@knifesquid

“Hurry up, they're gaining on us!"
The hoverquads’ skids were starting to buckle 
from all the bouncing across the ground, they 
weren't built for these speeds. The gunner looked 
back to check the cargo, three precious crates, 
full to the brim. She spun the turret round to face 
the speeder that had suddenly appeared from out 
of the dust storm and held the trigger until it 
disappeared in a fireball.
At the front of the hoverquad the pilot was 
desperately trying to avoid the rock spires jutting 
up all over this part of the Wire Fields. Behind 
them the last two speeders were getting closer 
and closer.
"Get them the hell off of us!" the pilot yelled over 
the sound of gunfire, "Death by nadestick is 
gonna be the least of our worries if the Jackdaw 
doesn't get her shipment on time!
As if he'd heard them say it, the raider on the 
back of the nearest speeder threw a nadestick 
directly in their path. The grenade at the tip of 
the spear exploded on contact with the ground, 
throwing shrapnel in every direction.
Screaming at the top of their lungs, eyes wide, 
the pilot spun the 'quad to one side, narrowly 
avoiding the brunt of the blast.
Meanwhile, the gunner was shaking her head, 
trying to clear the blur from her eyes after a stray 
bolt the size of her thumb had pinged off her 
helmet.
"Emperor's teeth!" she shouted, furiously trying 
to get a bead on the bastard who had thrown the 
stick.
She smirked as she centred her crosshairs on the 
unlucky raider, then stitched a line of high-calibre 
rounds from his forehead, to the drive plates, then 
to the exposed engine. The raider pilot had no 
time to scream before the speeder slammed into 
the ground and disintegrated.The gunner 
whooped triumphantly, "One left! Oh sh--"
The last speeder suddenly slammed into the side 
of the hoverquad with a screech of metal, barbed 
spikes chewing into the armour and locking the 
two vehicles together.
The pilot steered with one hand while shooting at 
the raider pilot with their hastily-drawn sidearm.
In the back the gunner was facing down a raider 
who was clambering across from the speeder.

"Bring it on, meathead!" she snarled as she pulled 
knives from her belt, "you're never getting these 
crates!"
The raider swung a huge wrench over his head, then 
brought it down in a screaming arc towards the 
gunner, but she ducked to one side and in his haste 
the raider's wrench connected with the hoverquad's 
turret. He roared in agony at the impact and before 
he had time to recover, the gunner had darted 
forward and thrust a knife into his heart.
"Say hi to Avus for me" she smirked as she kicked 
him off the back of the hoverquad.
"Don't stand there quipping, kill the bloody driver!" 
the pilot shrieked.
The gunner scrambled across to the speeder, but the 
raider pilot had started trying to turn the speeder 
away from the hoverquad to detach it, and both 
vehicles were shaking so violently the gunner had to 
drop to the floor of the speeder and slowly inch her 
way forward.
"We're in big trouble, look!"
In the distance the ground just disappeared, the 
gunner couldn't see properly, but there was a 
definite sense of down that was drawing closer and 
closer. 
The pilot wrenched on the controls, trying to pull 
the hoverquad away from the speeder, but it was no 
use, the raider kept pulling his steering wheel left 
and right in a panic.
At that moment the gunner was frantically looking 
around. A few feet ahead of her was the back of the 
raider pilot's helmeted head above a leather collar. 
To her left was the exposed engine of the speeder. 
Without hesitating she drove her heavy knife into 
the gears and pipes of the engine, which 
immediately started to whine and smoke. Then she 
threw her other knife at the gap between the raider's 
helmet and his leather jacket, praying to all the 
spirits of the Wire Fields for luck.
Her aim was true, and blood fountained from the 
back of his neck as he slumped forward, his head 
nearly severed from his body.
"Hold on!" the pilot cried as the hoverquad and 
speeder slowly turned to one side, the hoverquad's 
engine squealing in protest.
The gunner cowered, arms over her head, noise and 
dust swirling all around her.

**********************

The gunner stirred. All was quiet around her except 
for the pilot's cursing. "Stfgl?" the gunner said, all 



 "They live in secret caves and dark dens waiting for 
the blazing suns to be occluded. In the resulting 

darkness they savagely snatch up any living things 
unfortunate enough to be within reach and store 

their carcass for later consumption." -Kwyzplyxian, 
Rust Cult shaman.

@shizzle_minis

she could remember was sound and then 
everything had gone black. The pilot walked over 
and helped her up. "Well, we both appear to be in 
one piece. Hoverquad's fucked though. We should 
check the cargo"
The gunner stumbled over to the cargo crates. 
They seemed okay, but she had to be sure.
She nervously thumbed the activation rune and the 
top of the crate slid back. 
She looked down.
Row upon row of pristine turnips gleamed back at 
her.
She turned to the pilot and grinned. They reacted 
by throwing their head back and letting out a 
triumphant howl.

"Okay, now which way to Shrumport?"

-@Knifesquid

Da’rendur of the medical dome, best physician 
on the planet and a keen racer at the Blitz.

@shizzle_minis



These are a few of the rumoured 
wanderers who have been spotted out in 
the wastes. Just be expecting them to 
show up at some point soon and don’t be 
blasting at them like some damn fool. 
Looks don’t mean a thing out here, we all 
know that, just look at poor Jethel, that 
fella is as ugly as sin but is the nicest 
slime mass you will ever meet…. Just 
remember to give em a warm welcome at 
the gates and get them to the hab domes, 
they’ll be parched from the wastes and 
probably thinking you look just as ugly. 



The Obelisk



The Great Obelisk of the first Deo Pilots

Within the community there lies an 
obelisk for the first pilots. It names the 

chosen first ones. Those that escaped the 
desert in the first wave. 

Those that were there in the creation of 
Deoskinners, the Great Desert Trek, the 
finding of the Pipelines. Long may they 

be remembered….

Rick Priestley
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Next Issue
Thanks for joining us in this first issue. When 
the second issue might be I’m not sure, I’ll just 
have to wait for these dust storms to settle but 
I’ll get it out to you all as soon as I can. I do 

have a lot of other things to do round here apart 
from making pretty letters you know. 

 I’d love to see how many more of you have 
made it across the wastes in your speeders, 

what kind of options you have come up with to 
live in to keep that damn harsh sun out and last 
but not least lets see your teams for down at the 

races!

To submit to the magazine send 
submissions to 

prometheumwasteschopshop@gmail.com

Submissions should have your images plus a bit of text 
about yourself in keeping with this universe, plus your 
instagram handle. Just to keep things simple. If you’d 
like to submit a story please make sure it’s proof read 

by someone else and get an A.I. to check over that 
spelin fur ya. That would be appreciated. 

All submissions to Prometheum Wastes Chopshop 
Magazine are made on the basis of a licence to publish 

the submission in Prometheum Wastes Chopshop 
Magazine, our website and/or social media channels. 

We retain the right to edit and use any and all 
material. © Copyright Prometheum Wastes Chopshop 

magazine 2020. All rights reserved. No part of this 
magazine may be reproduced, digitally or in print, 
without the written permission of the publisher.

● Challenges Gallery
● Guest Interviews
● Monsters!
● Myths!
● Mayhem!
● Local Jobs Page…?
● And rumours of more than just 

survivors walking out of the 
deserts...


